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Hu Quan’s side no longer had the heart to pay attention to Tomb One’s reaction. 

At this moment, the only thing in his eyes were the guards in the place in front of him. 

A fierce intent was revealed in his biting gaze, like a hawk staring at its prey. 

At the same time, the Tomb One Ten brothers also tightly suppressed the rhythm of their breathing. 

Only Tomb One was a half-step clan master. 

And even he, facing these six hideous rifles, might still be shot. 

Not to mention the other few people. 

The guards on the other side that were no rookies. 

In the event of an accident, the price to be paid would be life. 

As the footsteps of the place got closer and closer, the heartbeats of several people became faster and 

faster. 

This was their first time, stepping into the battlefield. 

It would be a lie to say that they were not nervous. 

After the sword and shield soldiers. 

Several people’s nerves were instantly stretched to the breaking point. 

It was at this time of great tension. 

Hu Quan moved! 

“What man?” 

The gunnery soldier bellowed, his gun instantly pointed in Hu Quan’s direction. 

It was also at this moment. 

Tomb One, with his own brothers, also leapt up in one deadly leap. 

Poof! Poof! Poof! 

The sharp dagger with its cold aura pierced directly into the heart of the gunslinger. 

No one fell instantly in the blink of an eye. 

Before they died, their faces still wore shock and fear. 

It was obvious that they had not expected it. 



It was clear that their own scouts had explored the area, so why was there still an ambush here. 

As for the one guard who was closest to Hu Quan, after raising his rifle, he hadn’t come a few to pull the 

trigger. 

Hu Quan then dragged the man’s wrist. 

A sudden burst of fire! 

Gunfire flashed. 

Only the bullets were all fired in mid-air. 

Pop! 

Without hesitation, Hu Quan hammered the man’s skull between one punch. 

Scarlet blood instantly splashed around. 

At the same time, the other Tomb brothers took care of the sword and shield soldiers in front of them. 

It was a long process, but only in the blink of an eye. 

The men had not expected to work so well together for the first time. 

None of the ten Tomb brothers, plus Hu Quan, were injured. 

In contrast, the twelve enemy men were left here forever before they could see the faces of their own 

people. 

Only just as Tomb and the others were preparing to celebrate. 

The eyes did not look towards the enemy who had fallen in front of Hu’s body. 

The severed head, coupled with the unnamable liquid, made Tombichi’s face change instantly. 

“I say, Master Hu, you are also too ferocious ……yue!” 

The words didn’t even have time to finish before he couldn’t hold back any longer. 

Holding his stomach, he vomited frantically. 

As for the other nine brothers, they had also noticed the situation on Hu Quan’s side at this moment. 

And these few didn’t even have the time to speak before they slumped to the side and vomited madly 

with regurgitation. 

First time on the battlefield. 

It was already the limit of their tolerance to be able to kill with their swords without hesitation. 

Even the splashes of blood made them feel a little sick. 

Not to mention, this tragic situation caused by Hu Quan. 

It was only after the crowd had vomited for a while that they finally straightened up. 



“Worthy of being Master Hu, this gutsy composure, we ten brothers are in no hurry to pat ourselves on 

the back.” 

These words were not the words of Tomb One’s boast. 

At this moment, he was sincerely admiring Hu Quan. 

Faced with such a disgusting scene, he still managed to keep his face unchanged. 

This was something that Tomb One thought he could not do. 

He couldn’t even raise the courage to look at the corpse again. 

The two states of mind were simply not even on the same level. 

Hu fully waved his hand at the compliments of several people, to the point of being full of concern. 

“Oh, it’s just a small thing, as long as you guys experience holding back.” 

Tomb Ten blinked and asked curiously, “And what if it’s something that can’t be endured?” 

“Oh, if you can’t help it, you can just throw up ……yue!” 

The Tomb brothers looked at Hu Quan who was lying on the side vomiting furiously unaware, the 

corners of his eyes could not help but twitch. 

It seems as if it is exaggerating early. 
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As the battlefield continued to engage in fire. 

Lin Mo’s side also rushed to the fourth district. 

Only after reaching his destination, he didn’t seek out the power lord who had asked for help first. 

Instead, he concealed himself in the shadows, intending to quietly observe a bit. 

After all, the authenticity of this letter of request for help had not yet been tested. 

If it was the case that District Four had already been controlled before the letter of request for help was 

written. 

Wouldn’t it be a self-inflicted injustice to come to the door yourself? 

Sunset Hotel. 

As the most luxurious, superb hotel in the past in District 4, it is no longer as prosperous as it used to be. 

Inside the lobby, apart from the black-clad bodyguards patrolling around, there was no one else. 

This hotel is one of the top five hotels in the whole of Death Island. 

Now it has become a secret meeting place for the managers of the three districts. 



Outside the hotel, the streets have been completely emptied. 

Pa*sers-by were curious, but when they saw the fierce guards, they had to make a detour. 

“What’s going on here?” 

“It looks like something big is about to happen!” 

“I’m not sure, but I heard someone say that it seems like the three big families in our fourth district 

seem to be in some kind of danger.” 

“This would be over here to discuss countermeasures!” 

When this was said, pa*sers-by around stopped and slowly pushed their ears over. 

One must know that these three great families were the sky of their four districts. 

Just one word and life or death would still be taken. 

But it was such a big man who was still being threatened and hiding in the hotel to discuss 

countermeasures. 

This is superb news. 

“Older brother, tell me in detail, to the right what kind of existence is it that can actually threaten these 

three great families?” 

This question came out. 

Everyone’s eyes in the room lit up. 

That heart of gossip instantly beat wildly. 

“If I could know, could I stand here with you guys watching the show?” 

“Hush ……” 

I was expecting to wait to hear something big. 

Turns out this is it? 

The dense crowd was instantly turned into scattered birds. 

Among them was also Lin Mo, who had sneaked in quietly. 

“I’ve lost my wits too, to expect to get information from an ordinary person.” 

After laughing at himself, he couldn’t help but spit towards the man’s back. 

Wasting my time …… 

At the same time. 

The top floor of the Sunset Hotel has exploded at the moment. 

The round table branched out and three figures argued with each other. 



One of them, a middle-aged man with a tiger’s back, dropped his large hand heavily on the table. 

“What’s wrong with us surrendering to them?” 

“That’s a clan master, and there are three of them.” 

“With such a boost, it won’t even be difficult for us to unify Death Island!” 

As soon as the words left her mouth, the voluptuous woman in revealing clothes beside her, snorted 

with laughter. 

“Huang Lao San, you’re afraid that your brain has been broken by a fart!” 

“Why should they help you for no reason, don’t you have any idea in your heart?” 

“He can’t even be greedy for your body.” 

When the argument came to a personal attack, Huang Laosan’s eyes opened in anger and looked 

viciously at the woman. 

“Feng Jiu, keep your mouth clean, or I’ll get you killed!” 

“Come on, try touching me if you’re a man!” 

As they watched, the conflict between them grew bigger and bigger. 

The old man who was present finally couldn’t sit still. 

“All of you, old man, shut up!” 

“What are you two like, outsiders who don’t think about dealing with, but only know how to nest.” 

“Want to disgrace the two Huangfeng families?” 

After being reprimanded by the old man, the two of them then calmed down a little. 

Only after taking their seats, the two of them as well as glaring at each other angrily, then tacitly turned 

their heads away. 

They ignored each other. 

The old man could do nothing to see the two of them like this. 

The two families have been fighting for decades and see each other as disagreeable. 

When they met, they would do nothing but fight. 

There is no way to control them. 

“Come on, let’s all stop.” 

“Right now is a moment of life and death for our four districts, let’s hurry up and think of a solution ……” 
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Just as the three frowned and discussed ways to respond. 

The waiter, who was standing in one corner, went out to serve tea. 

He came back again a completely different person. 

“Elder Pan, you know the strength of our four districts!” 

“Not to mention that it’s a far cry from that side of District 3, just look at the group of medical students 

over there in District 5, they are almost on par with us.” 

When Huang Laosan saw that Pan Lao’s face showed intent, he couldn’t help but feel happy in his heart. 

Taking advantage of this momentum he continued to persuade. 

“Right now, you and I both know the situation of the districts on Death Island by heart.” 

“Without a patriarch behind us, we are late to be eaten to the bone.” 

“Besides, we are not strong, ourselves.” 

“Instead of being eaten, we might as well take a chance, and if we succeed, Death Island will be 

honoured by us!” 

The moment the word honoured was uttered, Elder Pan’s body visibly trembled. 

Above his aged face, a few red hues could not help but leak out. 

It would naturally be a lie to say that he was not moved. 

Now that the Pan family had reached its peak, he had the intention of taking it one step further. 

However, the three-legged triumvirate in the four districts has already been established and it is 

impossible to break it. 

So, the only way out for the Pan family is to go outside. 

In the past, the 13 districts had agreed to be inviolable to each other. 

However, the moment the battle between District 3 and District 2 began, this agreement became a dead 

letter. 

When Huang Laosan saw such a demeanour of Pan Lao, he instantly saw through it. 

“Elder Pan, the opportunity is too good to miss!” 

“Once we miss this opportunity, we will only become fish meat on someone else’s chopping board.” 

“Whether it’s life or death, look at this deal, Elder Pan.” 

“Anyway, my Huang family is determined to take a chance.” 

Speaking here, his gaze darkly skimmed over a press of Feng Jiu. 

Greed was written in his eyes. 



As long as the Pan family and the Huang family agreed. 

The Feng family would be their first piece of cake! 

As for Pan Lao, after being persuaded by Huang Laosan together, the scales that were already tilted in 

his heart instantly fell completely to the ground. 

“It’s not impossible for Old Man to work with the three of them as well!” 

At these words, Feng Jiu instantly changed his face. 

“You should think twice, Old Pan!” 

“Those three are not good people at all, once they reach a partnership with them.” 

“There’s a good chance that we’ll be leading the wolf into the house!” 

At this moment, although she was trying her best to control this look, her hurried words had betrayed 

his inner anxiety. 

How could she not know. 

The Pan family was the one vote that the Huang and Feng families would fight for. 

Whichever side the Pan family stood on, the other family would definitely be swallowed up by these 

two. 

How could he not be anxious when the survival of his family was at stake? 

At this moment, Huang Lao-san smiled disdainfully. 

“What Feng Jiu? Do you think your Feng family has the strength to compete with the three Patriarchs?” 

“If you don’t agree, there’s only one way to die!” 

“We still have a way back.” Feng Jiu spoke anxiously. 

“I’ve previously had someone send a plea for help to the three districts.” 

“As long as their patriarchs from the three districts are willing to help, we will have a chance to tide over 

this difficult time.” 

Huang Laosan burst out laughing. 

“Sure enough, there’s no reasoning with pussies.” 

“And how can you guarantee that the clansmen in their three districts are not wolves!” 

Feng Jiu was instantly dumbfounded, and despite her face turning red, she couldn’t find a point to hit 

back at Huang Laosan. 

Having argued this far, Pan Lao had an answer in his mind. 

“My mind is made up, the Pan family will be at the mercy of those three patriarchal lords from now on.” 



If he wanted the Pan Family to develop further, the best opportunity was now. 

“Old man Pan, no!” 

Feng Jiu was instantly anxious. 

“Those three are not good people at all, my subordinates have seen them feed their five poisonous pets 

with their own eyes ……” 

When she said this, she stiffened …… 
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Just as Feng Jiu was sternly denouncing the cruelty of the three patriarchs. 

The pores of his whole body suddenly exploded. 

Just like a mouse seeing a cat, his body was drenched in cold sweat. 

“Miss Feng Jiu, go on!” 

At this moment, before the round table, three middle-aged men suddenly appeared unknowingly. 

One of them was even licking his long blood-red tongue and staring at Feng Jiu with a smirk. 

Only that smile was very ominous. 

Upon seeing these three, Huang Laosan immediately fell to his knees, his entire body almost lying on top 

of the ground. 

“Old Third Huang has met, the three lords, Golden Toad, Silver Toad and Copper Toad!” 

That appearance was as humble as it could be. 

Just this look of his also proved that before that. 

This Huang Laosan had already made contact with these three Patriarchs in private. 

Right now this negotiation was a complete trap. 

After Feng Jiu figured this out, anger was written all over her face. 

However, due to the presence of the three Patriarchs beside her, she did not dare to get angry. 

As for Elder Pan, at this moment, although he had already seen everything in his heart, his face was 

expressionless. 

Since he had already decided to look at the subordination, everything else was a floating cloud. 

“You are very good!” Copper Toad complimented with a casual expression on his face. 

But Huang Laosan, who was lying on the ground, really couldn’t stop his body from trembling, and the 

joy on his face could no longer be concealed. 



“It’s an honour to work for the three lords, so naturally I need to do my best.” 

The words were humble and flattering to the extreme. 

However, the three patriarchs were extremely flattered. 

“Very well, it is only the cultivation pills within our sect, taking them can be worth a year of cultivation.” 

Hearing this, Huang Lao San became even more excited. 

After he ended up with the pill, he did not hesitate and took it straight away. 

As the knot in his throat constricted and closed, the aura around his body violently plucked a section. 

Such a good medicine, if one side Pan Lao could not help but look envious. 

If Si could have enough pills, it would not be difficult to break through to Zong Shi, right? 

When he thought of this, his desire to join the three Patriarchs became even firmer. 

The only person who was not moved was Feng Jiu. 

She looked at Huang Laosan, who was wagging his tail and praying for food, and her eyes were full of 

contempt. 

“Miss Feng Jiu, you seem to be looking down on our pills, don’t you?” 

After noticing her expression, the copper toad spoke with a playful face. 

Feng Jiu knew that she had no way to escape now, and the original feeling of fear in her heart instantly 

dissipated. 

“So what if I can afford to look at you, so what if I can’t?” 

“My Feng Jiu’s life is right here, take it away if you have the guts!” 

She said as she straightened her back and looked proud. 

It was all about death, so why not die a tougher death. 

After hearing this, the three patriarchs felt a little surprised. 

Looking closely at Feng Jiu’s shapely figure, an obscene look flashed across the three men’s eyes. 

“Miss Feng Jiu, it is rare to find such a hard-hearted girl like you.” 

“Might as well think about it and come under us.” 

“If you nod your head, we can send you to the position of Venerable Lord of Death Island.” 

At these words, Old Man Huang’s face instantly showed anxiety. 

“A few lords, didn’t we agree before ……” 

“Quack!” 



He didn’t even have time to finish his sentence before a cold snort from Silver Toad rang in his ears. 

In the next second, Huang Lao San felt as if he was being loaded by a large speeding truck. 

He smashed heavily onto Strong. 

Blood was pouring out of his mouth. 

At this moment, however, Huang Lao San, had no time to deal with his injuries. 

After struggling to get up, he repeatedly kowtowed towards the three men and begged for mercy. 

“I’ve lost my mind in a matter of ghosts, I beg the three lords to spare my life.” 

The silver toad glanced at him with an icy gaze. 

“To be a dog you must have the awareness of being a dog, what we give you is what you get!” 

“If you do it again, I’ll take your dog’s life!” 

Huang Laosan responded repeatedly, “Yes, yes, yes, I know my mistake ……” 
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After the silver toad coldly snorted, a murderous spirit surged in his gaze. 

“Prepare three hundred babies within twelve months for the three of us brothers.” 

“I can spare you from death.” 

Three hundred babies? 

Old Man Huang froze in his tracks. 

Never thought that everything this Feng Jiu had said before was actually true. 

Only, he felt a little cruel though. 

But as soon as he thought of his own little life, he instantly removed the only trace of hesitation left in 

his heart An. 

“Yes ……” 

Just as he was about to say yes, Elder Pan, who had been silent, suddenly stepped forward. 

“Three lords, aren’t three hundred babies a bit too few?” 

Hearing this, the three turned their heads to look at Elder Pan with interest. 

“Oh? What does this mean?” 

“Old man, I think a mere three hundred is just a toothsome treat for the three dares.” 

“Give me half a day, old man I will prepare a thousand babies for your lordship.” 



As the words fell, the Golden Toad, who had never spoken, suddenly burst out laughing. 

“Sure enough, the more one lives, the more refined one becomes!” 

“Old thing, you are very good!” 

“Second and third brother, it looks like we have a more obedient dog!” 

Hearing these words, Huang Lao San’s face instantly changed drastically. 

This old thing was planning to squeeze himself down. 

“Old immortal, how dare you harm me!” 

With a roar, his gaze was red as he killed Old Master Pan. 

Only now he was deeply and seriously injured, especially as a rival to Old Man Pan. 

As soon as he got close, he was kicked back. 

“Houshang, surprisingly you can’t satisfy the lord, how about letting the old man take the top?” 

Old man Pan gave him a disdainful glance. 

With that, he knelt down in front of the three brothers. 

There was no need to speak, both sides understood the meaning. 

Only the three brothers did not make their position clear. 

Instead, they looked at Feng Jiu with an arrogant face. 

“Look, it’s easy for us to get one person to come up, and it’s easy for us to get one person to go down.” 

“As long as you nod your head, you will serve the three of us tonight.” 

“Even if it’s the stars in this sky, we’ll pick them off for you.” 

Feng Jiu felt a bad chill when she looked at the unconcealed hot gaze of the three. 

D*mn perverts! 

“How disgusting to have such a nasty mind when you’re a sect master!” 

After she let out an angry rebuke, she reached out and quickly grabbed and pulled out her dagger. 

And then she stabbed it fiercely towards her neck. 

It wasn’t that she didn’t want to fight to the death. 

But there was a huge difference in strength. 

Even a sneak attack would not have the slightest chance of success. 

It would be better to understand oneself and save oneself from those unpleasant insults. 

However, she still underestimated the strength of the Patriarch. 



Just when the dagger was less than a finger’s distance from her white, thin, smooth neck. 

She suddenly felt herself lose control of her body. 

It was like being poured with cement all over her body, unable to move at all. 

“Miss Feng Jiu, are you underestimating the skills of our Patriarch.” 

Older Two Silver Toad said smugly afterwards. 

“Committing suicide in front of us now, not knowing what’s good for you!” 

“Since you won’t eat from afar, we’ll have to do it the hard way! ” 

After saying that he reached out and grabbed the dagger directly from Feng Jiu’s hand, making a move 

to catch it by the collar. 

At this moment, Feng Jiu’s eyes were already full of red. 

This feeling of powerlessness was close to despair. 

Right now, even the thought of death had become a luxury. 

As he watched the Silver Toad was about to make his move, the Golden Toad at one side patted him on 

the shoulder. 

“Second brother, don’t rush first!” 

“We still have a stink bug here that we haven’t dealt with yet!” 

Hearing this, Silver Toad also stopped moving and, after straightening his coat, turned his head to look 

at the one waiter within the corner. 

“Little brother, after watching for so long, aren’t you ready to make a move?” 

“This is the perfect time for the hero to save the beauty.” 

The silver toad spoke teasingly. 
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It was only when Feng Jiu heard the conversation between the two of them that she suddenly reacted. 

When an ordinary waiter encountered this kind of situation, he would have run away long ago. 

But the man in the corner, however, did not move a muscle from the beginning to the end. 

It was as if he was watching a show! 

After being pointed out, Lin Mo shrugged his shoulders and walked to the table as if no one was there. 

With that, he sat down directly on his butt. 



“I was originally thinking of waiting for you guys to make a move on this girl and let your guard down 

before making a move.” 

“I didn’t expect you guys to be alert!” 

For the first half of the sentence, Lin Mo was being truthful. 

Only the second half of the sentence was completely mocking. 

Hearing such a compliment the three brothers did not have any pleasurable in emotions. 

The hot-tempered Copper Toad in particular slammed his hand on the table and stood up angrily. 

“You f*cking think we’re stupid, don’t you?” 

Lin Mo glanced up at him and returned with a calm expression. 

“I don’t know if you guys are smart or not!” 

“But lowly is really lowly, the three grand masters of the clan are actually making a move on a tender 

little girl.” 

“Disgusting!” 

After taunting the three, he then picked up the bottle of wine and took a large gulp. 

“Pfft, what rubbish wine, it’s watered down!” 

The wine that spat out from his mouth immediately sprayed all over Copper Toad’s body. 

“He’s f*cking looking for death!” 

How could the Copper Toad possibly endure such a provocation? 

With a murderous gaze, he stared deadly at Lin Mo. 

Just as he was about to strike, the cautious Jin on the side suddenly got up and pushed him back as. 

“Tell me, who instructed you to come?” 

“If it’s an old friend, you know apologise for what you just did and I can let you go unharmed.” 

The island of death was in chaos at the moment. 

The clan masters, or forces, that had been hiding in it had begun to appear in the sight of the people. 

The only thing Golden Toad was worried about was this kid in front of him, who had someone backing 

him up. 

Although his three brothers were not afraid, it was really unnecessary to get into trouble over a small 

matter. 

Lin Mo snorted and wiped away the wine stain from the corner of his mouth. 

“Are you polite?” 



“Shouldn’t you announce yourselves before asking?” 

The Golden Toad’s face rose, anger building up in his heart, but in the end he took a deep breath and 

spoke with a smile. 

“I am the Golden Toad of the Five Poisons Sect, and this is my second and third brother, the Golden 

Toad and the Bronze Toad.” 

Especially after reporting the sect behind him, he deliberately added the accent. 

The intention was obvious, to make Lin Mo know what to do and back off. 

On Death Island, apart from the Seven Deadly Sins, they were the most powerful force. 

Naturally, there was no problem with his idea. 

But it also depended on the people they were facing. 

Lin Mo’s eyes slowly narrowed as soon as he heard the three words Five Poison Sect. 

The killing intent in his eyes was already self-explanatory. 

“The Five Poison Sect is it? I happen to be looking for you!” 

Just as the three brothers were puzzled, Lin Mo raised his hand and wiped it. 

The disguise on his face instantly dissipated into thin air. 

At this moment, the three brothers instantly recognised him. 

Lin Mo! 

After the three men looked at each other, they immediately burst out laughing. 

“Hahahaha, kid, if there’s a way in heaven for you not to go, there’s no way in hell for you to throw 

yourself in!” 

“I didn’t expect us brothers to have such good luck in scattering, we deserve to take credit for it!” 

Their Elder An Qingshan had sat down to offer a special reward. 

As long as they pressed Lin Mo, whether alive or dead, they could obtain his unique secret technique. 

Previously, they were still concerned about the three districts being too close to Ji Duto and the others. 

They did not dare to enter. 

Unexpectedly, this kid was now directly delivered to their door. 

How could this not surprise them. 

“Kid, tell me, how do you want to die?” 

“Year in you take the initiative to send us to your door, we can make your death less painful.” 

The golden toad spoke with a face full of triumph. 



As his words fell to the ground, the three of them were already poised to strike. 
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Inside the luxurious room. 

Several people just sit quietly at the table in silence. 

Lin Mo was the only one whose hands were constantly moving. 

He seemed to have no regard for the three patriarchs at the side. 

“Kid, are you preparing a severed head meal for yourself?” The golden toad spoke mockingly. 

Lin Mo did not reply and continued to eat the food and wine on the table by himself. 

The three of them were not in a hurry either, and just waited for him in silence. 

Only somehow, three toads of different colours, gold, silver and copper, had appeared on the shoulders 

of the three men. 

Although the pieces were only the size of a fist. 

But from the purple-black gas that was constantly emanating from their bodies, it was clear that these 

toads must be extremely poisonous. 

After a while, Lin Mo stopped moving his hands and put down the bowl and chopsticks. 

“I must say, the wine in the fourth district is not good, but the food is quite good!” 

Feng Jiu noticed the gaze Lin Mo cast at her, and was speechless in her heart. 

What time is it now? 

How could she still have the heart to care about this? 

As for the golden toad, it wasn’t taking Lin Mo’s ignorance to heart either. 

After all, what was there to be angry about with a man who was about to die. 

He just tapped on the table and spoke slowly. 

“Boy, it’s time to hit the road!” 

There was no emotion in the flat tone of voice. 

The cold-mode gaze looked at Lin Mo as if he was looking at a corpse. 

Lin Mo wiped his mouth and the corner of his mouth was slightly hooked. 

“You’re just confident that you can take me down?” 

The golden toad slowly sneered disdainfully, “A waste of a man who has lost his heart’s blood!” 



“You say the three of us have no confidence!” 

The loss of Lin Mo’s heart blood was no longer a secret nowadays. 

It could be said that as long as there was a Patriarch on Death Island, there was not a single person who 

did not know about it. 

Once Lin Mo was taken down, wouldn’t all the secrets of the Crystal Skull be known? 

If it wasn’t for the protection of the snow lotus and the fear of Ji Duto and the others, someone would 

have made a move. 

“Oh? You guys are quite well-informed!” 

Lin Mo said, pretending to be surprised. 

Only as the words fell out of his mouth, the Tai Ah in his hand had already whistled out. 

At first, the three men did not take much notice of Lin Mo’s sudden strike. 

Only after sensing, the heart-pounding sword Qi. 

The three of them couldn’t help but change their expressions! 

Without time to think, the three brothers subconsciously dodged away to one side! 

As for the chairs they were sitting on before, they were directly turned into a puddle of powder. 

The marble floor tiles around them were also ploughed out with dense sword marks. 

“You …… recovered?” 

The golden toad saw such a scene and only then did he think of something. 

After Lin Mo Wan made a sword splash, he protected Feng Jiu’s body without a trace. 

Only then did he say without slowing down. 

“Very well-informed, but a little behind!” 

“Do you still feel confident that you can take me down now?” 

The Golden Toad’s face sank. 

“So what if you recover!” 

“Even if you have recovered your strength, you will never be able to slip out from under us!” 

He said as he half turned towards the two brothers was giving a look. 

The three men understood and tacitly launched an attack in three directions. 

In the blink of an eye, Feng Jiu finally sensed that the force that was suppressing him had disappeared. 

She had regained her freedom! 



“Many thanks!” 

She knew in her heart that Lin Mo’s sneak attack just now was to save herself from this disgusting 

hanyou. 

“You’re welcome.” Lin Mo only responded gently. 

Taking advantage of this time, Lin Mo directly reached out and grabbed Feng Jiu by the back of her 

collar. 

“I’ll be back for you later!” 

The sound of Lin Mo’s voice speaking rang out in Feng Jiu’s ears. 

It was however, he didn’t even have time to react before he was thrown out of the window with a huge 

force, hard and fast. 

After regaining her senses, she was immediately frightened and her face turned pale …… 
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Feng Jiu, who was flying in mid-air, only felt her heart like death at this moment. 

She had to know that this was fifty storeys high, a fall would certainly kill her. 

However, this was purely because he was overthinking. 

After a sensation of soaring, his feet had landed on the ground. 

It turned out that Lin Mo had thrown her into the building opposite the hotel. 

And the force was quite well controlled. 

After she landed, Feng Jiu only felt some pain on the bottom of her feet, but was otherwise unharmed. 

And when she turned her head to look back. 

The four men had already started to make their move. 

After Lin Mo had rescued Feng Jiu, he finally didn’t have to have any worries. 

Once Tai Ah was out, he met the enemy head-on. 

As for Huang Laosan and Pan Lao, let them die. 

For the sake of their own selfish desires, they did not hesitate to want to deliver babies into the hands of 

these scum. 

Such people are a complete waste of air to live. 

Lin Mo faced the siege of three people from different directions, and he was not the least bit afraid. 



After raising his leg and kicking the table towards the bronze toad coming from the front, he 

immediately swung Tai Ah towards the silver toad on his right. 

Secret technique, Sword Instant! 

The moment he strikes, it is a killing move! 

Lin Mo had always held a grudge against the Five Poison Sect. 

It was because of their pursuit that the world-famous genius, Hate Free, had died in the middle of his 

life. 

Now that he had met the other side’s patriarch, let’s ask for some interest first. 

“Be careful!” 

After the golden toad warned, the golden toad on his shoulder fiercely opened its large mouth. 

The tongue that was glowing with purple-black gas was like a bullet, stabbing viciously towards Lin Mo’s 

back. 

Only, Lin Mo’s Tai Ah was clearly one step faster. 

In the blink of an eye, the sharp blade had come to strike the golden toad’s face. 

The silver toad knew the terror of Lin Mo’s sword skill, and did not dare to be reckless. 

With a raised hand, he directly crushed the amulet on his chest. 

Ding! 

With a burst of sparks, the Tai Ah sword blade, was blocked by a black light dripping from a light shield. 

Only before the silver toad could breathe a sigh of relief. 

The light shield in front of him suddenly rattled. 

In an instant, dense cracks began to fly all over the eye. 

Not good! 

The golden toad saw the situation and secretly cried out that something was wrong. 

Not daring to hesitate, he hurriedly rolled to the side with an old donkey. 

And the place where he was before was split in two. 

The entire five-storey building was directly cut in half. 

At the same time, the golden toad’s attack came to heel. 

Although it was fast, it was not considered a fatal danger to Lin Mo. 

After dodging it sideways, he simply reached out and clutched the ten-metre-long toad’s tongue in the 

palm of his hand. 



It was at this moment. 

The bronze toad also crashed through the table that was flying towards him. 

Commanding the same-coloured toad on his shoulder, he launched an attack. 

Only this same move could do nothing at all to Lin Mo. 

With a casual wave of his hand. 

The copper-coloured toad croaked out in pain and misery. 

The bronze toad’s face showed distress as he hurriedly soothed the toad on his shoulder. 

At the same time, he angrily scolded towards Lin Mo. 

“b*****d, how dare you hurt my baby!” 

“Brainwashed!” 

After Lin Mo inwardly spat out a sentence, he once again lifted the Tai Ah in his hand. 

Only just as he was about to cut off the golden toad’s tongue, he suddenly felt a burn in his hand. 

Subconsciously, he directly let go of his palm. 

As for the long tongue, it returned to the toad’s mouth in one smooth motion. 

And, the golden toad once again laughed out loud at this moment. 

“Young man, a young man after all!” 

“Only know how to be spirited, they don’t know how to use their brains at all!” 

“Even my golden toad’s tongue dares to pinch, you really don’t know how to live or die.” 

Hearing these words, Lin Mo subconsciously glanced at his left hand. 

At this moment, his palm was already glowing with black gas. 

And the meridians were also being spread with black Qi at a speed visible to the naked eye! 

The golden toad was already looking like he was winning, his face full of smugness and ridicule. 
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Shortly after the Golden Toad’s words fell. 

Lin Mo then collapsed limply to the ground under the gaze of their three brothers. 

That shrivelled up appearance was clearly a sign of poisoning. 

“Hahahaha, kid has been poisoned by my big brother’s golden toad, you will definitely die!” 

As the Silver Toad got up, he came to Lin Mo’s heels with a face full of triumph. 



“You were so arrogant just now, you even used your sword to slash me, come and slash me again and let 

me have a look!” 

On the side, the Golden Toad and the Bronze Toad looked similar. 

In their three brothers’ opinion, the Lin Mo’s in front of them was already a lamb in waiting. 

Having been poisoned by the Golden Toad, if there was no antidote. 

Even if a sage came, there would be no cure! 

Watch with cold eyes, and do your best to watch your brother’s constant taunts. 

“Little brat, do you really think that because you have a few points of talent, you claim to be invincible in 

the world?” 

“Come on, I’ve got my neck right here, try cutting one more!” 

The silver toad shouted as he poked out his body. 

At this moment, the gloomy face of the copper toad behind him also walked forward together. 

“Second Brother, there’s no need to talk more nonsense with him!” 

He said with a murderous look in his eyes. 

“This kid, how dare he hurt my baby, let me just chop him up before I say anything.” 

With that he pulled out the short knife pinned to his waist. 

Just as he was about to strike, the silver toad reached out and stopped him. 

“Second Brother, what do you mean?” The copper toad asked with some dissatisfaction. 

The Silver Toad waved his hand and said with a playful expression. 

“If you just finish him off, it would be cheaper for him!” 

“Since this kid has hurt your copper toad’s tongue, why don’t you return the favour with a tooth!” 

Hearing this, the bronze toad also immediately reacted. 

“Not bad for a second brother!” 

He gave a thumbs up and his face instantly turned wonderful. 

Making a gesture, he was about to cut Lin Mo’s tongue. 

It was also at this time that the Golden Toad, who was standing on the sidelines watching the show, 

inexplicably felt that something was not right in his heart. 

Especially when he saw Lin Mo’s breezy appearance. 

He felt more and more awkward. 



Just as he was torn, the golden toad suddenly noticed that Lin Mo, who should have been desperate, 

was looking at himself with a grim gaze. 

“Aren’t you with them?” 

The icy voice was like a hypnotic mesmeric sound. 

The golden toad’s heart couldn’t help but be alert. 

“Hurry up and do it ……” 

Only his words had just been said in general. 

Everything around him was as if frozen at the same time. 

The original room he was in and the scene around him instantly became a blur. 

“Get back!” 

The golden toad was unclear though, with this inexplicable change in front of him. 

That haunting aura directly caused the cold hairs all over his body to explode. 

This sense of crisis of death caused him to think of fleeing from here. 

However, just as he was about to take a step, his pupils could not help but shrink. 

At this moment he suddenly felt that his feet were fixed to the ground by an inexplicable force. 

Even with all his strength, he could not move more than a foot. 

This …… 

In the face of this sudden and bizarre change. 

The golden toad did not dare to hesitate any longer, and between raising his hand, the golden toad on 

his shoulder, instantly swelled up. 

But in just a blink of an eye, the toad, which was originally only the size of a fist, instantly expanded to 

the size of a car and steadily blocked in front of its master. 

At this moment, he could no longer care about his brother at home. 

He only cared about being able to save his own little life. 

The other side. 

The Silver and Copper duo naturally realised that it was not good. 

Only when they reflected, they only felt a blur before their eyes. 

In the next second, a terrifying sword mane appeared in their line of sight. 

The process dao came long. 

But it was only in the blink of an eye. 



From the outside world at this moment. 

The top floor was suddenly cut by a flash of silver. 

Inside the room, however, blood was already spattered everywhere. 

Everything calmed down. 

The two headless bodies fell to the ground with a crash. 
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Zone 4, top floor of the Sunset Hotel. 

Huang Laosan and Pan Lao are now stunned in place by the horrific scene before them. 

Originally, they had thought that this young man who had suddenly appeared was already bound to die. 

Who would have thought that in just the blink of an eye, the three great masters they feared like tigers 

would have already been killed. 

What was most frightening was this. 

Lin Mo’s appearance alone was only in his early twenties. 

Was this the genius from outside the island! 

Lin Mo didn’t care about the horrified gazes of the two people on the side. 

What he was more concerned about at the moment was that one Golden Toad that had escaped. 

Lin Mo’s plan from the beginning was to show the enemy how weak he was. 

The purpose was to get the three of them, up close and personal, to come to his heels. 

What he didn’t expect was that the golden toad leading the way would be so cautious. 

Even though he pretended to be tainted with a poisoned body, this person still did not approach easily. 

Coupled with his quick reflexes and the fact that he was carrying a life-preserving treasure, he was able 

to escape. 

“It seems that this Mountain River Slash, comprehension should not be enough!” 

Lin Mo couldn’t help but murmur at the thought. 

If his move had been as powerful as Ding Daoist’s back then, he wouldn’t have let the golden toad 

escape. 

With a glance at the shattered window in Lin’s eyes, he finally gave up the chase. 

Although the power of the Mountain River Slash was terrifying, its consumption was also extraordinary. 

That blow just now had drained the spiritual energy within his dantian. 



If he wanted to pursue and kill again, he was already too weak to do so. 

Hey, these two stances are really gold swallowing beasts! 

If the Mountain River Slash and Sword Transient are not controlled, they are basically powerless once 

the move is made. 

After Lin Mo skimmed the two headless corpses on the ground, he shook his head and slowly made his 

way to the window. 

Huang Laosan and Pan Lao were about to come forward and climb up to talk. 

Lin Mo leapt to the window with a leap. 

He didn’t give them a chance at all. 

Opposite the hotel. 

Feng Jiu was on the top floor at the moment. 

As the two places were far apart, she could not see the situation on Lin Mo’s side at all. 

Just when she was worried. 

A figure had already arrived lightly behind him. 

“What is it?” 

After a delicate shout, Feng Jiu hurriedly raised the dagger in her hand. 

It was only when she knew she was turning around that her tense expression relaxed. 

“Feng Jiu, thank you for saving me, my lord!” 

“Dare I ask your lordship’s name?” 

As she bent down to thank him, the dagger in her hand was tossed aside. 

The corners of Lin Mo’s mouth curled as he asked a slow, rhetorical question. 

“Didn’t you write me a letter of request for help?” 

“How come you don’t know me?” 

Hearing this, Feng Jiu’s face was pleased and she immediately responded. 

“Greetings, Mr. Lin!” 

She had only heard of Lin Mo’s great name before. 

If we talk about meeting, it was really the first time right now. 

“Please forgive me, Mr. Lin, Feng Jiu has not met Mr. Lin before ……” 

Just as she was anxiously trying to explain. 



Lin Mo raised his hand and directly interrupted her. 

“It’s all just some trivial things, don’t care!” 

“Let’s just talk about it first, about those three toads!” 

“How much do you know about them?” 

His aim was simple: he simply wanted to learn more information about the Five Poison Sect. 

Feng Jiu first froze for a moment, after reacting to the fact that the toad was referring to the always 

three brothers. 

She then hurriedly gathered her thoughts before speaking slowly. 

“It was about a month or so ago!” 

“A group of strangers dressed in black robes suddenly came to our fourth district.” 

“At first, I didn’t pay much attention to them when I saw that they didn’t attract any trouble except 

skulking around!” 

“Only later, a few of them suddenly approached me!” 

“All sorts of propaganda about the power of the organisation behind them, and also invited me to come 

under their banner!” 

“Seeing that they seemed to have given up after I rejected them several times emanating.” 

The more she said this, the more her eyebrows slowly knitted together …… 

 


